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He Knows My Name
Published to coincide with the release of the film Bright Star, written and directed
by Oscar Winner Jane Campion (The Piano, In the Cut), starring Abbie Cornish
(Elizabeth: The Golden Age) and Ben Whishaw (Brideshead Revisited, Perfume)
John Keats died aged just twenty-five. He left behind some of the most exquisite
and moving verse and love letters ever written, inspired by his great love for Fanny
Brawne. Although they knew each other for just a few short years and spent a
great deal of that time apart - separated by Keats' worsening illness, which forced
a move abroad - Keats wrote again and again about and to his love, right until his
very last poem, called simply 'To Fanny'. She, in turn, would wear the ring he had
given her until her death. So Bright and Delicate is the passionate, heartrending
story of this tragic affair, told through the private notes and public art of a great
poet.

The Complete Concordance to Shakspere Being a Verbal Index
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to All the Passages in the Dramatic Works of the Poet by Mrs.
Cowden Clarke
The Sun Knows My Name
You believe Jesus is God. But do you also think of him as a real person? For thirtythree years Jesus felt everything that we have ever felt: weakness, weariness,
rejections. His feelings got hurt. His feet grew tired. His head ached. To think of
Jesus in such terms almost seems irreverent. It is much easier to keep the
humanity out of the incarnation. Clean up the manure from around the manger.
Pretend he never snored or hit his thumb with a hammer. There is something
about keeping Jesus divine that keeps him distant, packaged, and predictable. But
we have to remember that the people who saw Jesus first . . . saw him first as a
person. As Max Lucado reveals in this video Bible study, because Jesus became
human, it is now possible for us to see God and hear his voice. If we want to know
what matters to God, all we need to do is look in the Bible to see what matters to
Jesus. If we want to know what God is doing in our world, we need only ponder the
words of Jesus. By learning more about the person Jesus was and is, we come to
understand more clearly the people we were created to be. Jesus inspires us to
spend time at the foot of the cross and search the heart of the one who would
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rather die for us than live without us. The Jesus Study Guide includes video
teaching notes, discussion questions, Bible exploration, and weekly personal study
and reflection materials. Sessions include: God with Us Friend of Sinners
Compassionate Physician Great Teacher Miracle Worker Victorious Sacrifice
Designed for use with the Jesus Video Study (9780310105855); sold separately.
Streaming video also available.

The Complete Concordance to Shakespeare
Joseph Heller's powerful, wonderfully funny, deeply moving novel is the story of
David -- yes, King David -- but as you've never seen him before. You already know
David as the legendary warrior king of Israel, husband of Bathsheba, and father of
Solomon; now meet David as he really was: the cocky Jewish kid, the plagiarized
poet, and the Jewish father. Listen as David tells his own story, a story both
relentlessly ancient and surprisingly modern, about growing up and growing old,
about men and women, and about man and God. It is quintessential Heller.

Herrick Genealogy
Leaves of Healing
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The David Story: A Translation with Commentary of 1 and 2
Samuel
God made everything and God knows everything. He even knows my favorite
color. What's your favorite color? Surprise God already knew it God knows my
name. He even knows how many hairs are on my head. Can you count how many
hairs are on your head? God can count every star up in space. He put every one in
its place God sees me when I go out to play and when I go to bed. He can watch
over me because He never sleeps. When I hide in my favorite hiding place, God
can find me Nothing can hide from God. When a sparrow falls to the ground or
when I fall to the ground, God knows He always knows how I feel. God understands
when I feel sad, glad, mad, or bad. He cares when I feel embarrassed, scared, or
excited. Before God made the world, He knew about me. Before I was born, God
knew what would happen every day of my life. God knows my name. And He knows
the names of everyone in the whole wide world * God knows all about us and He
loves us . . . even when we do bad things. He calls these bad things sin. Everyone
who sins must be punished, but God loves us so much that He did a wonderful
thing. He sent His own Son, Jesus, to be punished in our place Now we can live with
God forever in Heaven if we believe and accept God's gift of Jesus to us. If you
believe these things in your heart, talk to God right now and say, "Dear God, thank
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You for loving me so much that You know all about me. I know that I have done
bad things and I am sorry. Thank You for sending Jesus to take the punishment for
my sin. Please come into my heart and help me love You more every day. Amen."
If you want to learn more about God, ask an adult to help you write your name and
address below and send it to us for a free booklet. *Text excerpted from God
Knows My Name by Debby Anderson, (c)2003, Crossway Books.

So Bright and Delicate: Love Letters and Poems of John Keats
to Fanny Brawne
He Knows Your Name
"Beloved pastor and bestselling author Max Lucado explores the life and character
of Jesus, offering readers a chance to become more familiar with the man at the
center of the greatest story ever told-a story that includes each of us!"--

The Bricklayer and Mason
Each chapter is based on phrases from the worship song "He Knows My Name" and
communicates the wonder of how God knows each of us in an unspeakably
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intimate way. Emphasis is on the love of God toward us and the significance of God
calling us His children. He knows us, loves us, sympathizes with us, listens to us,
has a future for us, forgives us, and delights in us. The chapters end with a prayer
acknowledging these truths, promoting worship and gratitude to the Father.
Personal testimonies are included from people around the world who have been
touched by the Father's love through the words to the song "He Knows My Name."

God Knows My Name
"The Gospel Awakening."
The Lord's Prayer has nurtured Christians throughout the ages. Yet today it is often
well known--but little understood frequently repeated--but seldom contemplated
much loved as Jesus's model prayer--but attacked by some for naming God Father.
Martin Luther said, To this day I am still nursing myself on the Lord's Prayer like a
child and am still eating and drinking of it like an old man without getting bored
with it. The Lord's Prayer can still offer such nourishment.

The Complete Concordance to Shakspere
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Portraits of Illustrious Personages of Great Britain
Portraits of Illustrious Personages of Great Britain Engraved
from Authentic Pictures in the Galleries of the Nobility and the
Public Collections of the Country, with Biographical and
Historical Memoirs of Their Lives and Actions
POETRY HAS ALWAYS BEEN AN EMOTIONAL OUTLET FOR ME. GOD HAS ENABLED
ME THROUGH POETRY TO RENEW MY MIND, BODY AND SPIRIT. GOD IS THE HEAD
OF MY LIFE, JESUS IS THE CENTER OF MY WORLD AND THE HOLY SPIRIT IS THE
COMFORTER OF MY SOUL.

Lord, Teach Us to Pray
God Knows
Do you know how much you matter to God? In this powerful and deeply vulnerable
book, Beth Redman writes to pass along a message that changed her life—that the
God who made us also understands us intimately and proclaims our worth by
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naming us and calling our name. He hears our cries and reaches out to help us and
fight for us. He knows our past but is already hard at work shaping our
future—helping us, defending us, and restoring the damage life has done. And no
matter what others do, our heavenly Father will never, ever leave or forget us.
Drawing on Scripture and her own experience, Redman invites us to explore the
revolutionary implications of being loved by a God who knows our name. And she
invites us to call on His name as well—to respond to His heart and love Him as He
has loved us from the beginning.

The complete works of the late rev. Philip Skelton. To which is
prefixed, Burdy's life of the author. Ed. by the rev. R. Lynam
This 365 day devotional is an invaluable resource for more than half a million
successful First Place 4 Health users, as well as anyone who simply wants a
generous, daily dose of spiritual enrichment. Written by First Place 4 Health
national director, Carole Lewis, and other contributors who follow the First Place 4
Health total wellness program, Today is the First Day consists of writings based on
80 key Scripture verses, each one specially selected to provide encouragement
and inspiration to walk in the Word. For anyone who wants to improve all areas of
his or her life, this devotional is a giant step toward that goal.
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The Complete Concordance to Shakespeare
Police found John Doe No. 24 in the early morning hours of October 11, 1945, in
Jacksonville, Illinois. Unable to communicate, the deaf and mute teenager was
labeled “ feeble minded” and sentenced by a judge to the nightmarish jumble of
the Lincoln State School and Colony in Jacksonville. He remained in the Illinois
mental health care system for over thirty years and died at the Sharon Oaks
Nursing Home in Peoria on November 28, 1993. Deaf, mute, and later blind, the
young black man survived institutionalized hell: beatings, hunger, overcrowding,
and the dehumanizing treatment that characterized state institutions through the
1950s. In spite of his environment, he made friends, took on responsibilities, and
developed a sense of humor. People who knew him found him remarkable. Awardwinning journalist Dave Bakke reconstructs the life of John Doe No. 24 through
research into a half-century of the state mental health system, personal interviews
with people who knew him at various points during his life, and sixteen black-andwhite illustrations. After reading a story about John Doe in the New York Times,
acclaimed singer-songwriter Mary Chapin Carpenter wrote and recorded “ John Doe
No. 24” and purchased a headstone for his unmarked grave. She contributes a
foreword to this book. As death approached for the man known only as John Doe
No. 24, his one-time nurse Donna Romine reflected sadly on his mystery. “ Ah,
well,” she said, “ God knows his name.”
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God Knows
Jesus
When the evening news reported a dead baby abandoned in a local dumpster,
Linda Znachko's comfortable life changed. She was suddenly convicted—-God was
asking her to provide a dignified burial for this tiny lost child. Linda said yes. She
had no idea where that first small yes would lead. Linda found herself in places she
never dreamed she would be: at the graveside of the child of an abused mother;
by the side of a mother fighting for her lost child; and at the funeral of a Texas
stripper who died two days before her baptism but left a legacy of love behind.
When Linda stepped out of her comfort zone and into these implausible places with
people she was unlikely to otherwise encounter, she discovered the life she never
knew she wanted—-a life of saying yes to God whenever He asks. Today, Linda has
a ministry that gives children a name in life, and dignity and honor in death. When
she shares her stories of broken lives redeemed, other broken people respond, and
so the ripple effects of that long-ago yes continue to spread, touching lives that
yearn for healing, and underscoring the fact that every life matters to God.

The Complete Concordance to Shakspere: Being a Verval Index
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to All the Passages in the Dramatic Works of the Poet. (New
Ed.)
"A masterpiece of contemporary Bible translation and commentary."—Los Angeles
Times Book Review, Best Books of 1999 Acclaimed for its masterful new translation
and insightful commentary, The David Story is a fresh, vivid rendition of one of the
great works in Western literature. Robert Alter's brilliant translation gives us David,
the beautiful, musical hero who slays Goliath and, through his struggles with Saul,
advances to the kingship of Israel. But this David is also fully human: an ambitious,
calculating man who navigates his life's course with a flawed moral vision. The
consequences for him, his family, and his nation are tragic and bloody. Historical
personage and full-blooded imagining, David is the creation of a literary artist
comparable to the Shakespeare of the history plays.

Herald and Presbyter
He Knows My Name (The Worship Series)
Joseph Heller's powerful, wonderfully funny, deeply moving novel is the story of
David -- yes, King David -- but as you've never seen him before. You already know
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David as the legendary warrior king of Israel, husband of Bathsheba, and father of
Solomon; now meet David as he really was: the cocky Jewish kid, the plagiarized
poet, and the Jewish father. Listen as David tells his own story, a story both
relentlessly ancient and surprisingly modern, about growing up and growing old,
about men and women, and about man and God. It is quintessential Heller.

Terra Nostra. English
I Am Not Forgotten God Knows My Name
Jesus Study Guide
Discourses controversial and practical
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Know My Name is a gut-punch, and in the end,
somehow, also blessedly hopeful. --Washington Post Universally acclaimed,
rapturously reviewed, and an instant New York Times bestseller, Chanel Miller's
breathtaking memoir gives readers the privilege of knowing her not just as Emily
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Doe, but as Chanel Miller the writer, the artist, the survivor, the fighter. (The
Wrap). Her story of trauma and transcendence illuminates a culture biased to
protect perpetrators, indicting a criminal justice system designed to fail the most
vulnerable, and, ultimately, shining with the courage required to move through
suffering and live a full and beautiful life. Know My Name will forever transform the
way we think about sexual assault, challenging our beliefs about what is
acceptable and speaking truth to the tumultuous reality of healing. Entwining pain,
resilience, and humor, this memoir will stand as a modern classic.

God Knows My Name (Pack of 25)
Do you ever feel like Jesus couldn’t possibly know what you are going through?
He’s the God of the universe after all! Does he really know your daily struggles?
The good news is: he does. For thirty-three years Jesus felt everything you have
ever felt. Weakness. Weariness. Sadness. Rejection. His feet got tired. And his
head ached. He was tempted and his strength was tested. And you know why?
Because in becoming human, Jesus made it possible for us to see God. His tears,
God’s tears. His voice, God’s voice. Want to know what matters to God? Find out
what matters to Jesus. Want to know what in the world God is doing? Ponder the
words and life of Jesus. For more than three decades, pastor and bestselling author
Max Lucado has shown us Jesus. In this capstone book, he takes us further on the
journey to know the life and character of the Savior. Divided into six sections
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(Immanuel, Friend, Teacher, Miracle Worker, Lamb of God, Returning King), each
containing multiple chapters, this book describes both the person Jesus was on
earth and how to live in a personal relationship with him. By exploring Jesus’ life,
death, and resurrection as well as specific details like how he interacted with his
friends and his enemies, what he did with time alone, how he acted at a party, this
compilation from Max Lucado—now with original never-before-read content from
Max—gives readers the chance to become more familiar with the man at the
center of the greatest story ever told. Max writes “Don’t settle for a cursory glance
or a superficial understanding. Look long into the heart of Christ and you’ll see it.
Grace and life. Forgiveness of sin. The defeat of death. This is the hope he gives.”
Jesus wants you to know him. As you read these pages, may the Hero of all history
talk to you personally, and may you find in him the answer to your deepest needs.

Day Dreams
The idea that God is interested in us as individuals is an unfamiliar concept to
many, while rejection has become a fact of life. This book encourages the reader to
embrace the truth of a personal God; one with whom we do not need to struggle to
gain recognition, who intervenes and acts on our behalf. A God who knows our
name! Each of the six chapters contains two sections, dealing with situations of
rejection. Each tells the story of an individual from the Bible narrative, explaining
how God stepped in to change their situation, thus revealing how important they
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were to Him. The second, connecting story, tells of a present day individual in
similar circumstances and how God also positively intervened in their lives. These
are true stories, using carefully researched material for authenticity and accuracy.
The stories are told with remarkable power and conviction.

Know My Name
God Knows His Name
God Knows My Name
The Author in this work recounts her life tales, practise and understanding of
purpose, demonstrating positive response to process that births it. The narrations
were down to earth, encounters were unimaginably inhuman, sordid, and
undignifying but courage and patience had the better valour. She was cheated,
dejected and humiliated. Stoutly, she kept a calm disposition. Her teachable spirit
and deference to counsel leveraged on divine strength and victory for her. She was
rewarded. Everything fell into shape. Life now has a meaning; desires, pictures and
dreams of life are established. I recommend this great book from my daughter in
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faith to all who acknowledge there is hope in their future, and future in their hope.
What you are going through will not see your end; you will see their end. As she,
uncompromisingly made it through righteous principles, on same track, you will
make it. Seeing you on the sunny side of life. Dr Tunde Bakare Serving Overseer
The Latter Rain Assembly Lagos, Nigeria.

The Complete Concordance to Shakspere
Today is the First Day
The New Sermons of Dwight Lyman Moody
The Complete Works of the Late Rev. Philip Skelton, Rector of
Fintona: Discourses controversial and practical
Jesus
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God Knows Your Name
Chronological time is abolished and space concentrated into one area in a multidimensional pageant of Spanish history and culture that touches upon a facets of
human experience.

Ford's Christian Repository & Home Circle
Joe Roth, a reporter for a large Eastern newspaper inadvertently uncovers the tale
of a Wild West gunslinger. He follows the trail and discovers the life of Peter Gunn
to be a complex story of survival, redemption, and adventure. Vivid descriptions of
the South after the Civil War, and the glories of the Old West before it was tamed
will catch your imagination and the unexpected ending will leave you wanting
more!
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